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[1] Previous model studies have shown that the isotopic composition of tropospheric
water vapor is sensitive to atmospheric water transport processes, but compositional
information is difficult to interpret due to the complexity of the models. Here an attempt is
made to clarify the sensitivity by computing the relationship between tropospheric HDO
(via dD) and H2O (via specific humidity q) in an idealized model atmosphere based on a
“last-saturation” framework that includes convection coupled to a steady large-scale
circulation with prescribed horizontal mixing. Multiple physical representations of
convection and mixing allow key structural as well as parametric uncertainties to be
explored. This model has previously been shown to reproduce the essential aspects of the
humidity distribution. Variations of dD or q individually are dominated by local dynamics,
but their relationship is preserved advectively, thus revealing conditions in regions of
convection. The model qualitatively agrees with satellite observations, and reproduces
some parametric sensitivities seen in previous GCM experiments. Sensitivity to model
assumptions is greatest in the upper troposphere, apparently because in-situ evaporation
and condensation processes in convective regions are more dominant in the budget there.
In general, vapor recycling analogous to that in continental interiors emerges as the crucial
element in explaining why dD exceeds that predicted by a simple Rayleigh process;
such recycling involves coexistent condensation sinks and convective moisture sources,
induced respectively by (for example) waves and small-scale convective mixing.
The relative humidity distribution is much less sensitive to such recycling.
Citation: Sherwood, S. C., and C. Risi (2012), The HDO/H2O relationship in tropospheric water vapor in an idealized
“last-saturation” model, J. Geophys. Res., 117, D19205, doi:10.1029/2012JD018068.
1. Introduction
[2] Atmospheric processes related to phase changes of
water (including cloud formation and moist convection)
continue to be a central uncertainty in large-scale simula-
tions of the atmosphere. Observational constraints on the
systematic aspects of such processes relevant to climate are
particularly important, and particularly elusive. Clouds are
complex, cannot by fully characterized observationally, and
are sensitive to hydro-meteor microphysics and atmospheric
dynamics on all timescales. This makes the use of cloud
observations directly to constrain convective models a
grand-challenge problem in atmospheric sciences that will
not be solved soon.
[3] In recent years investigators have proposed that the
isotopic composition of water vapor could provide an
important and novel constraint on the behavior of convection
and/or cloud microphysical processes [e.g., Moyer et al.,
1996; Schmidt et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007]. The most use-
ful measure so far has been the ratio of the amount of deu-
terated water HDO to the amount of H2O, commonly
expressed in the form of





where R is the ratio of concentrations of HDO to H2O, and
Rsample is this ratio in Standard Mean Ocean Water, 3.115 
104. (In principle H2
18O could also be exploited, or even
better the two in tandem, but the greater measurement accu-
racy required for this is much harder to achieve.)
[4] Aircraft observations in the late 20th century found that
HDO (dD) in the mid-troposphere either matched or excee-
ded that expected for a pseudoadiabatically lifted air parcel
(a so-called Rayleigh calculation), clearly exceeding such
values in the upper troposphere [Gedzelman, 1988; Smith,
1992; Webster and Heymsfield, 2003; Ehhalt et al., 2005].
Sampling was however severely limited until the recent
advent of satellite observations. Kuang et al. [2003] found a
very weak vertical gradient in remotely sensed dD within the
tropical tropopause region, suggesting significant convective
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mixing throughout this region [see Dessler and Sherwood,
2003].
[5] More recently, several satellites have become available
that can see down into the troposphere including the Tropo-
spheric Emission Spectrometer (TES) [Worden et al., 2006]
which observes the lower to mid-troposphere; SCIAMACHY
[Frankenberg et al., 2009], which detects total column
amounts (emphasizing the lower troposphere), and MIPAS
[Steinwagner et al., 2007] and ACE [Nassar et al., 2007]
which measure in and above the upper troposphere. Contin-
uous in-situ analyzers that are of useful accuracy are also now
available and are increasingly being deployed in field pro-
grams [e.g., Noone et al., 2011].
[6] Efforts to interpret the TES observations directly using
simple parcel or trajectory calculations [e.g., Brown et al.,
2008; Lee et al., 2011] have tended to suggest a complex
array of contributions to water vapor from a variety of con-
vective pathways. However, the TES weighting function in
these studies extends well down into the boundary layer,
which is a problem for interpretation given that very different
processes govern water vapor in the boundary layer versus
the free troposphere [e.g., Sherwood, 1996].
[7] Other studies [Galewsky et al., 2007; Frankenberg
et al., 2009; Wright et al., 2010; Galewsky and Hurley,
2010; Galewsky et al., 2011] have found that the isotopic
composition of air in very dry free-tropospheric regions has
not significantly changed during its trajectory after leaving
convective systems and subsiding significantly to arrive at
a low relative humidity. This result is consistent with the
“last saturation” model of free-tropospheric humidity [see
Sherwood et al., 2010b], in which air exits convective
regions with a nearly saturated specific humidity and then
retains this value as it wanders horizontally while subsiding
through isentropic surfaces until reaching the boundary layer
or another convective system—except that, unlike the initial
specific humidity, the initial dD may not match that obtained
from a simple pseudo-adiabatic calculation. These results
support earlier suggestions that isotopic ratios are informa-
tive about convective processes, even if they are measured
far away from convection. It must not be forgotten however
that land-surface interactions can dominate any signal mea-
sured near the surface and can affect the isotopic character-
istics of air within deep convection near or over land [Salati
et al., 1979; Frankenberg et al., 2009; Risi et al., 2010; Lee
et al., 2012]. Also, some GCM studies have found that sig-
nificant variations in relative humidity not predicted by the
advection-condensation model can be brought about by
sufficiently large changes to model microphysics [Wright
et al., 2010; Risi et al., 2012b].
[8] Indeed, GCM studies (or single-column equivalents)
using models equipped with isotopes enable a more quanti-
tative investigation of specific physical mechanisms affect-
ing either the humidity field or its isotopic composition.
Comparisons of the simulated dD in vapor to those from the
new satellites often find widespread biases, which could be
attributed to general biases in the model or to satellite cali-
bration or retrieval biases. However, when these biases are
put aside, the agreement in global patterns is often quite
good, except for a tendency toward underestimated equator-
to-pole gradients in simulated total column HDO compared
to SCIAMACHY [Yoshimura et al., 2011; Werner et al.,
2011; Risi et al., 2012b]. The pattern agreement is
especially good for TES data if clear-sky sampling biases are
properly accounted for [Risi et al., 2012b], which is inter-
esting given the presumed sensitivity of HDO to convective
processes that are so hard to represent in global-scale models,
and the large departures from equilibrium (i.e., low relative
humidities) found in many regions. Comparison with upper-
tropospheric observations tend to reveal greater biases [Risi
et al., 2012b] and sensitivity to model parameters [Risi
et al., 2012a] than at lower levels, for reasons that are not
yet clear.
[9] Diagnosis of the factors that control dD in atmospheric
vapor and precipitation is possible with GCM sensitivity
experiments. Interestingly, recent studies have concluded
that the so-called “amount effect” (observed anti-correlation
between dD in rainfall and rain rate) is largely modulated
by the dD of water vapor in the lower to mid-troposphere.
In conditions of weak or infrequent rainfall, precipitation
re-evaporates relatively quickly or at relatively high altitudes,
causing ambient vapor to acquire a relatively high dD char-
acteristic of moisture from near the surface. But in persis-
tently rainy and more humid conditions, precipitation tends
to evaporate more slowly while falling more rapidly, thus
allowing relatively depleted rainwater formed aloft to equil-
ibrate with vapor at low levels such that this vapor gradually
becomes depleted as well [Lawrence et al., 2004]; as this
air is recycled back into storms, the dD of the rain itself
ratchets downward [Risi et al., 2008; Lee and Fung, 2008].
This process is evident in variations of theMJO [Kurita et al.,
2011]. The specific importance of re-equilibration (as opposed
to net evaporation) of the rain has been pointed out by Field
et al. [2010].
[10] Some investigators have noted that GCMs tend to be
too humid above the boundary layer. Risi et al. [2012a]
sought to explain this using isotopic information, conclud-
ing based on sensitivity studies with the LMDZ model that
while several types of model error could in principle produce
the bias, the seasonal cycle of dD in vapor aloft was a fin-
gerprint of excessive vertical diffusion being the true culprit.
Other studies have however shown that horizontal model
resolution of at least T85 or so is necessary across many
GCMs to simulate dry regions correctly regardless of vertical
resolution [Sherwood et al., 2010a], and that sufficient res-
olution in both directions is important for correct isotopic
simulation in the ECHAM5 GCM [Werner et al., 2011].
It thus remains unclear exactly how important mixing (real or
numerical, vertical or horizontal) is in affecting the isotopic
composition or overall amount of water vapor. Encourag-
ingly, however, none of the aforementioned studies suggest
that numerical impacts on isotopic signatures dominate
physical ones. Thus these models should still be useful for
diagnosing the behavior of physical processes.
[11] The above studies have identified a number of pro-
cesses that affect dD. However, they arguably have not yet
produced any clear advice on how to model convection or
clouds, nor yielded a concise explanation of what causes the
observed departure of dD from the Rayleigh model. One
limitation of GCM studies is that they are rather challenging
to interpret. Also, it is usually not practical to alter the
structural assumptions in a given GCM, but some model-data
biases appear to be resistant to changes in parameters alone
[Risi et al., 2012a]. Single-column studies [Bony et al., 2008;
Risi et al., 2008] have been very helpful in elucidating basic
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mechanisms, but lack an explicit representation of the large-
scale circulation which is crucial for properly simulating
water vapor even in an idealized setting [Sherwood and
Meyer, 2006]. Finally, parcel calculations have proven useful
but do not incorporate the energy and water conservation
constraints that are crucial in determining the global char-
acteristics of water vapor. Interestingly, many different mod-
eling approaches, including all of the above plus cloud
resolving models [Smith et al., 2006; Blossey et al., 2010], are
able to obtain roughly similar departures from the Rayleigh
process. This makes it hard to see what exactly is needed to
obtain a given dD or what, if any, reasonable model can be
rejected by the observations.
[12] We therefore bridge the above approaches by extend-
ing the idealized 2-D modeling approach of Sherwood and
Meyer [2006, hereafter SM06] to include HDO. The next
section reviews this model and the isotopic calculations, with
section 3 discussing the results.
2. Model
2.1. Transport
[13] The transport model, described fully by SM06, is a
simple, two-dimensional implementation of the advection-
condensation paradigm for predicting humidity [e.g.,
Sherwood et al., 2010b]. Its vertical coordinate spans the free
troposphere (at 5 hPa resolution), and its horizontal coordi-
nate (10 positions) notionally represents distance from con-
vection. Four variables are predicted for each grid cell: in
addition to the water vapor mixing ratio q within the cell and
precipitation flux P out the bottom of the cell, examined by
SM06, we add the HDOmixing ratio qD and precipitation PD.
A steady, horizontally uniform, large-scale subsidence
everywhere energetically balances a prescribed net radiative
cooling profile with the temperature profile also prescribed.
The subsidence is mass balanced by net ascent in deep con-
vective clouds, taken to occur in clouds of negligible area
occurring within only 10% of the domain denoted the
“convective region” (as shown by SM06 results are not sen-
sitive to reasonable variations of the size of the convective
region). These upward injections of mass provide water
vapor, which is then advected by the winds. The remainder of
the domain is free of phase changes, isotopic exchanges or
vertical mixing. Horizontal winds satisfy continuity, and are
thus strongly divergent aloft in the convective region and
weakly convergent elsewhere (see Figure 1).
[14] Additional horizontal transport is parametrized in
three alternative ways. The simplest, and default way is
advection by a mean, uniform horizontal wind superimposed
on the divergent wind. The second way is by relaxation of
quantities toward their horizontal mean; this seems very
artificial, but can be taken to represent what would happen if
air masses were rearranged randomly on some timescale. The
third way is by horizontal diffusion. The mixing rate in each
case is determined by a parameter, k.
[15] Since detrainment of water vapor from net upward
convective motions alone cannot account for most of the
vapor present at levels below about 10 km [Sun and Lindzen,
1993], some type of convective moistening is essential. Two
alternative schemes are considered. In the first (EVAP)
scheme, all water condensed in the net upward convective
motions is detrained with the air, and then rains downward
through the convective region, evaporating as it falls
according to
E ¼ a qs  qð ÞP ð2Þ
wherea is a height-independent, tunable constant representing
the propensity of falling hydro-meteors to re-evaporate and qs
is the saturation mixing ratio. Evaporated water E within a
given cell is added to the cell’s q and subtracted from the P
leaving through the bottom of the cell. In the second (MIX)
scheme, E = 0 and water vapor is instead subjected to strong
vertical diffusion in the convective region only, quantified by
a diffusion constant kV. This assumption implies transport
by many small eddies or highly entraining and detraining
thermals or small plumes, for example, as opposed to the
single troposphere-spanning updrafts implied in EVAP.
When running with MIX, portions of the model domain are
sometimes brought above saturation, in which case in-situ
dehydration is invoked to return the air to saturation
(the importance of this is discussed later in section 4).
2.2. Treatment of Isotopes
[16] Vertical and horizontal diffusion, advection and
relaxation processes operate independently on each iso-
topologue and thus do not alter isotopic ratios (we note that
Berkelhammer et al. [2012] report evidence of MIX-style,
non-fractionating transport in the early stages of MJO events
but rainfall evaporation signatures in later stages). However
isotopic ratios are affected by phase change processes. To
treat this, we follow the relatively simple treatment of
Dessler and Sherwood [2003].
[17] Equilibrium fractionation by so-called “Rayleigh dis-
tillation” process is assumed for condensation within con-
vective updrafts or during in-situ removal of supersaturated
vapor. In a Rayleigh process the condensate and vapor are
assumed to remain in equilibrium as conditions change
slowly, and condensate is assumed to be removed immedi-
ately so that there is no subsequent effect of lofted condensate
Figure 1. Cartoon showing the processes in the model.
Yellow arrows indicate prescribed overturning circulation,
blue arrows parameterized horizontal mixing, red arrows
parameterized vertical mixing, and red dotted lines the
parameterized reevaporating precipitation.
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on the vapor, consistent with classical pseudoadiabatic cal-
culations. Condensate will be more enriched in HDO than the
vapor from which it condenses, thus the vapor will gradually
become more depleted in HDO as cooling and condensation
proceed. This is a standard reference calculation. We do not
consider non-equilibrium or lofting effects sometimes con-
sidered in more complicated calculations.
[18] As noted in the section 2.1, we follow SM06 in
assuming that all water that condenses in deep convection in
EVAP is carried to the highest convective level before falling
as precipitation. Since at the highest level nearly all the initial
total water content has condensed, the isotopic composition
of the precipitation is simply set to that of the subcloud-layer
vapor. This assumption is not strictly consistent with the
pseudoadiabatic calculation for vapor, since the precipitation
obviously must be retained in the air to reach the highest
level. For the part of the ascent where condensate is liquid,
we are therefore neglecting the continuing effect of this liquid
on the vapor as it is carried upward. This effect would add
some HDO back to the vapor at the expense of the conden-
sate. Once the condensate freezes, the neglected effect should
be negligible for reasons given in more detail in section 4.2.
[19] This simplification in EVAP is partly offset by
another, which is that no fractionation is allowed for the
condensate as it falls and re-evaporates. This is again a sig-
nificant omission for liquid precipitation, since falling liquid
droplets will equilibrate with ambient vapor independently of
any net phase change [Friedman et al., 1962; Field et al.,
2010]. We thus expect that vapor below the melting level
(roughly 600 hPa in the tropics and lower at higher latitudes)
will be insufficiently depleted in our calculations. The effect
of this on the global mean was estimated by Field et al.
[2010] at roughly 50‰. However, we will show that the
region of primary interest is the upper troposphere where
nearly all falling precipitation is likely to be in the ice phase.
This is discussed further in section 4.2.
2.3. Boundary Conditions
[20] The horizontal boundary conditions are periodic. H2O
and HDO profiles are initialized to an observed sounding and
a Rayleigh profile respectively, and run to steady state via a
standard time stepping mode. The final state is not sensitive
to the initial condition, but is affected by the upper and lower
boundary conditions.
[21] At 850 hPa the boundary values (relevant only for
MIX) are 13.0 g kg1 and, in the default case, dD of
120‰. For EVAP runs, updrafts carry 15 g kg1 of total
water with a dD of 90‰, close to values observed near the
surface over warm tropical oceans [e.g., Kurita et al., 2011].
To assess the importance of these values, we repeated the
calculations with an 850 hPa dD of 60‰ and with unde-
pleted updraft water content (dD = 0). For all runs an upper
boundary condition is introduced for practical reasons
but has little effect except very near the tropopause (see
section 3.4).
3. Results
[22] The H2O and HDO fields produced by the model are
shown in Figure 2, with H2O shown as a relative humidity
and HDO shown as a dD. SM06 compared the histograms of
relative humidity thus obtained at each pressure level against
those from satellite observations and found them to be rea-
sonably close to observed. At any given pressure level there
is a close relationship between dD and relative or specific
humidity, as reported in many studies [Galewsky et al., 2007;
Frankenberg et al., 2009; Galewsky and Hurley, 2010;
Noone et al., 2011; Galewsky et al., 2011; Risi et al., 2012b].
This arises because very dry air has subsided considerably
since having been last saturated at a high, cold level; air in
higher parts of a cumulus cloud is more depleted of HDO by
fractionation during condensation, and this low dD property
is retained during the air’s subsequent, slow ascent as dis-
cussed previously.
[23] The close isobaric relationship between humidity and
dD means that variations in the latter, either in space or time,
will tend to mirror changes in relative or specific humidity if
the comparison is done between air masses at a similar
pressure or temperature. This begs the question of how much
independent information one can get fromHDO beyond what
can be gleaned from humidity. Indeed, either the relative
humidity or dD are primarily indicators of how long the
particular air mass has subsided since last saturation.
[24] The best way to examine the data, therefore, is to
focus not on variations in dD alone but on relatively smaller
variations in the HDO-H2O relationship, as has been done
by many (though by no means all) previous efforts to use
isotopes to constrain atmospheric processes. Since each of
these variables is conserved away from deep convection
(especially in the model, though apparently also to a useful
level of approximation in reality), deviations in the rela-
tionship should reveal convective or microphysical effects
most clearly. We therefore present all data in the form of this
relationship, for the remainder of the article.
3.1. Overall Results, and the Role of Convective
Transport Type
[25] Figure 3 compares the isotopic relationship simulated
by the model for EVAP versus MIX convection, with default
parameter settings. The colored zones show the range of the
data in dD-q space, while the symbols identify where three
different pressure levels fall on the graph; for example, data
from 700 hPa can be found all the way from the bottom of
the graph (10+ g/kg) up to 0.2 g/kg depending on horizontal
location in the model (the former being in the convective
region, and the latter in the driest region).
Figure 2. (left) Relative humidity and (right) dD versus
pressure and horizontal position from the model.
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[26] The relation is very tight for either model configura-
tion, with a given value of q always paired with nearly the
same dD value (within50‰ or so) regardless of pressure or
horizontal location. This simply shows the approximately
conservative behavior of both HDO and H2O away from the
convective region in the model. The calculation shown in the
lower panel with higher boundary-layer dD values produces
somewhat higher dD throughout the troposphere, but the
sensitivity to model details described in this paper is essen-
tially the same in either case.
[27] The results overall are qualitatively consistent with
previously reported characteristics. Both the EVAP and MIX
curves are less depleted in HDO than indicated by a Rayleigh
calculation (long-dashed line), but are nonetheless highly
depleted compared to vapor in the subcloud layer or the
precipitation in EVAP (shown by a vertical dashed line).
Likewise, they are much more depleted than the air one
would obtain by mixing subcloud-layer and near-tropopause
air (curving dashed line).
[28] Comparing the locations of the pressure symbols in
the two results, we see that the MIX distribution is displaced
significantly along the (horizontal) dD-axis but hardly at all
along the (vertical) q-axis compared to the EVAP distribu-
tion. As reported in SM06, and in accord with the advection-
condensation approximation, varying the nature or strength
of convective transport has little impact on q, but here we see
that it can significantly affect dD at least in the upper tropo-
sphere. In the lower troposphere there is little difference
between the two curves. The behavior near the tropopause is
discussed in section 3.4.
[29] Also shown in Figure 3 are data from three satellites:
ACE, MIPAS and TES (see section 1). In each case we have
averaged the retrieved values on pressure levels over the
tropics (30S-30N) and shown levels where q > 0.01g kg1:
a single value at 250 hPa for MIPAS, four values from
475 hPa to 175 hPa for ACE, and one value near 600 hPa for
TES. Absolute calibration is a significant issue for these
satellites, as evident from the huge discrepancy between
ACE and MIPAS and documented biases in other instru-
ments [e.g.,Worden et al., 2011]. Thus, these instruments are
more useful for identifying geographic variations in proper-
ties than for constraining the average isotopic relationship
simulated by our model. Following the procedure of Risi
et al. [2012a], however, who tested the ability of satellite
averaging kernel-based retrievals to reproduce the original
humidity values on particular pressure levels simulated by a
GCM, we find that simulated MIPAS-retrieved values of dD
and q at 250 hPa are too high by 250‰ and too low by 56%,
respectively, compared to the actual values in the original
field. Accounting for these retrieval biases moves the MIPAS
observation close to that implied by ACE (for which a similar
test revealed only small retrieval errors). In any case it is
encouraging that our model is not too far off of the TES
observations, and in the MIX configuration, it falls nearly on
top of the ACE observations. The results agree reasonably
well with TES at low levels, but this does not mean too much
given our neglect of precipitation re-equilibration and the
sensitivity of results to the lower boundary condition.
3.2. The Roles of Vertical Versus Horizontal
Transport Rates
[30] Figures 4 and 5 show the isotopic relations in two
particular horizontal locations in the model: the convective
region (Figure 4) and the driest region (Figure 5). Each plot
shows two vertical locations for each of EVAP and MIX,
comparing results from a sweep of both parameters: a
(for EVAP) or kV (for MIX), and k.
[31] As shown by SM06, stronger convective moistening
(increase in either a or kV) increases q everywhere, but not
by very much. As explained by SM06, this is because the
Figure 3. Comparison of EVAP and MIX simulations
with (top) default parameter settings and (bottom) higher
boundary-layer dD. Envelope of results across levels and
horizontal positions for each simulation is shown with col-
ored shading. Within this, markers for three chosen pressure
levels (see legend) are shown, with dotted lines connecting
the markers for different horizontal locations in the model.
The Rayleigh curve is shown as a long dashed line, the mix-
ing line between air from lower and upper boundaries is
shown by a short dashed line, and the dD value of falling
precipitation at its level of origin is shown by the vertical
short-dashed line at right. Blue letters show satellite retrie-
vals averaged between 30 S–30 N from three satellites
(A = ACE, M = MIPAS, T = TES), with each letter showing
the mean dD and q at a selected retrieval level. The MIPAS
value appears to be strongly affected by the retrieval process
(see text).
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convective region is already near saturation and its humidity
is therefore difficult to budge by changing convective
behavior; meanwhile humidity in the rest of the domain is set
by that in the convective region and by horizontal transport.
Also as shown by SM06, stronger horizontal mixing (k)
significantly moistens the domain, except for the convection
region which it slightly dries. Thus horizontal mixing is
much more important for determining overall humidity than
is convection, in this model (and as argued by SM06, prob-
ably in the real world).
[32] The behavior of EVAP is relatively smooth, with
parameter variations causing modest and monotonic chan-
ges. MIX is much more nonlinear since the convective upper
troposphere is brought to saturation for sufficiently large kV
and/or small k. Once this happens, humidity loses all sensi-
tivity to kV, but when moisture is below saturation (seen at
400 hPa in Figure 4 for the lowest value of kV), it is more
sensitive than in EVAP.
[33] These figures show that the departure between EVAP
andMIX in Figure 3 depends on kV in MIX.When this is low
enough so that the convective region is no longer saturated
(such that no large-scale condensation occurs), dD drops to
roughly match that in EVAP; this is seen in both regions and
pressure levels (compare the smallest symbols at right with
the EVAP results at left).
[34] In both versions of the model, increasing the con-
vective moistening parameter (larger asterisks in the figures)
shifts the isotopic relationship toward higher dD for a given
q. A shift in this direction was also found in a GCM by Risi
et al. [2012a] when decreasing the precipitation efficiency.
However, successive doublings of kV produce steadily
diminishing increases in dD in MIX and are always small in
EVAP. The range of isotopic relationships for different
convective moistening parameter for either version is much
smaller than the difference between MIX and EVAP.
3.3. Impact of Easing Large-Scale Condensation
[35] Motivated by the above results, we conducted addi-
tional simulations (all with advective horizontal mixing)
where the relative humidity threshold for in-situ condensa-
tion was lowered from 1.0 to 0.9. This allows condensation
to occur in EVAP, while producing it at lower humidities
in MIX.
Figure 4. Humidity (vertical axis) versus dD (horizontal axis), at (top) 200 hPa or (bottom) 400 hPa in
the convective region of the model. (left) EVAP and (right) MIX, both with advective mixing. For EVAP,
smallest asterisks show a = 0.0025 with larger ones showing 0.005, 0.01, 0.02; for MIX, the
corresponding kV are 100, 300, 3000, 10000 hPa
2 d1. Asterisk color indicates horizontal mixing rate,
ranging from 0.025 (blue) to 0.4 (red). The circles show runs with the best-guess k, with standard assump-
tions (filled circles) or with large-scale condensation limiting RH to 90% (open circles).
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[36] The results of this, shown as open circles in Figures 4
and 5, are interesting. In MIX, the only impact is to reduce
all humidities in the model by a small percentage, with
essentially no impact on the isotopic relationship. But in
EVAP, the dD values are increased, provided that relative
humidities reach 0.9 which occurs when a is above a mini-
mum required value. As a is further increased, q cannot rise
any further due to the ceiling imposed by the condensation
process, but dD continues to increase and approaches values
seen, up to this point, only in the MIX configuration.
[37] This result is curious because the proximate impact of
in-situ condensation is to deplete the vapor of heavy iso-
topes, and yet the end result in the EVAP case is that the
vapor is becoming more enriched. This paradoxical result is
explained in section 4. In the MIX case we do not see this
enrichment, but also do not see any depletion even though
one might expect it. Risi et al. [2012a] found essentially the
same result as in our MIX case, when increasing a parameter
in their GCM (the breadth of the sub-grid scale humidity
variations) having an effect equivalent to our threshold
reduction. This suggests that their GCM behaves more like
the MIX version of our simple model; indeed, the detrain-
ment of condensed water by the convective scheme in their
GCM is unaffected by ambient relative humidity (unlike in
equation (2)) and leads to large-scale saturation and subse-
quent in-situ condensation.
3.4. Role of the Stratosphere and Tropopause Layer
[38] Isotopic behavior near the tropopause was examined
in a model somewhat similar to the present one by Dessler
and Sherwood [2003], who included effects from lofted ice
and slow advection by the stratospheric circulation. That
study found that evaporating ice significantly affected the
isotopic composition of air entering the stratosphere, but in a
way that was sensitive to the history and isotopic composi-
tion of ice particles. We do not include these effects here and
do not attempt to predict the isotopic composition of water
vapor entering the stratosphere.
[39] Accordingly, and to simplify the calculation of advec-
tion, the SM06 model predicted values only where the vertical
velocity was downward, specifying the value at 150 hPa as a
boundary condition. We tested to make sure this does not
affect results by changing the boundary value from 600‰
to900‰; this affected results only for the very driest values
of q, below 0.02 g/kg, where the EVAP curve can be seen in
Figure 3 to bend upward toward the prescribed value. This
Figure 5. As in Figure 4, but for the driest model region. Note that higher pressure levels are shown and
scales are different than in Figure 4, and pressure levels were chosen to intersect approximately the same
isopleth of q as in the Figure 4.
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uppermost region should therefore be disregarded in our
calculations.
3.5. Role of Horizontal Transport Type
[40] Figure 6 compares results for advective and diffusive
forms of horizontal transport, for the EVAP case (the impact
of changed transport is very similar in MIX, but with both
distributions shifted in the manner shown in Figure 3). The
dispersion of the isotopic relation is clearly broader when
using diffusive transport (a third option, relaxation transport,
yields intermediate results and is not shown). The broaden-
ing is most evident in the middle and lower troposphere, as
expected since the air at these levels has on average spent
longer subsiding and therefore has experienced more diffu-
sion. The dispersion is associated with a shift in the mean, as
dry regions experience increases in dD for a given H2O
while moister regions see little change. Note that in our
model, since HDO and q isopleths are everywhere almost
exactly parallel and the circulation is steady, diffusion must
have qualitatively the same effect whether vertical or
horizontal.
[41] Since diffusive vertical transport might occur in a
GCM with a coarse horizontal grid or poor numerics, the
above result agrees with that of Risi et al. [2012a], who found
that a poor numerical representation of vertical advection
increased dD in their GCM. Given the extreme nature of
the diffusion used here, our results suggest that numerical
diffusion in GCMs is unlikely to be a first-order problem in
simulating isotopes, although it probably causes some over-
estimation of dD values in dry regions. Some studies have
found horizontal resolution changes to have more of an effect
on simulated isotopic relationships [Werner et al., 2011],
but this could be due to the knock-on effects of improving
other aspects of the simulation (the circulation, for example)
at higher resolution, rather than necessarily resulting from
less diffusion.
4. The Vapor Budget
[42] The above results show that the EVAP model pro-
duces dD values too close to the Rayleigh result compared to
observations, even with very large a. This is surprising when
one considers that in the EVAP model, the precipitation is
isotopically very rich, with an initial composition matching
that of the boundary-layer air (50‰). This is very much
richer than the ambient vapor, especially in the upper tropo-
sphere, and probably richer than most real precipitation at
mid or upper levels [see Bony et al., 2008] especially if one
considers that lofted ice particles are likely to have a radial
gradient of dD within, with the earliest (hence richest) con-
densate near the core and relatively depleted condensate
nearer the surface. Yet despite this, no matter how large we
make a, the dD of the upper tropospheric water vapor
remains stubbornly low.
4.1. H2O
[43] To see why, we begin with the local humidity budget,
dq
dt
¼ AþM  C; ð3Þ
where A is convergence of transport of water vapor by the
large-scale circulation, including convection and its detrain-
ment of vapor, and horizontal mixing; M is the additional
source of moisture from the model convection scheme
(equalling E in EVAP and the convergence of diffusive
transport in MIX); and C is in-situ condensation. For the
equilibrium model solutions considered here, the left-hand
side is zero. Outside the convective region, each individual
term is zero.
[44] If the system is perturbed, its distribution of q(x, z) will
change in response until a new distribution is found that
rebalances the budget. To quantify this requires knowing the
sensitivity of each term to changes in q. Roughly speaking,
we expect A to scale with q assuming that changes in q are
smooth and broad-scale in (x, z). M scales with qs  q in
EVAP, and with q in MIX (again assuming a spatially
smooth change). C scales with q  qs, although in a highly
nonlinear way; in practice C will increase very rapidly with
mean q once sufficiently close to saturation, but will be
negligible otherwise. In the convective region q is close to qs,
so any process that scales with q qswill change much more
in a relative sense for any given change in q than will a
process that scales with q. Perturbation to the system will
therefore be compensated mainly by changes in C and M
rather than by changes in A.
[45] Now in EVAP (with standard assumptions), C = 0,
and A balances M. It will thus be very difficult to change M
(say by increasing a) because of the difficulty of changing
A. Instead a small increase in q (as shown in Figure 4) will
mostly offset the increase in a, so as to keep changes in
A and M small. This underlies both the resistance of q to
changes in a, and the stubbornly low dD in the upper tro-
posphere in EVAP.
[46] In MIX, on the contrary, C and M are both significant
as long as M is large enough to bring about in-situ conden-
sation. Moreover, M scales with q, thus neither it nor A
will be very responsive to changes in q. Instead the most
responsive term will be C, and M will therefore be much
easier to change than in EVAP. A doubling of kV should
approximately double both M and C. This again happens
without significant changes in q, so that large-scale humidity
is not affected, but implies an intensification of “recycling”
Figure 6. As in Figure 3, but comparing advective and
diffusive advection for the EVAP case. The broader distri-
bution shown (brown) is the diffusive one.
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of water vapor locally in the convection region through
convective source and condensational sink processes.
[47] The same is true in EVAP if we allow condensation to
occur before q = qs: the rigidity of the budget is thereby
relaxed, allowing increases in M to freely occur in response
to changes in convection, balanced by changes in C.
[48] To summarize, we conclude that robust in-situ drying
and convective moistening processes must coexist in the
convective region in order for either process to be sensitive
to changes in its governing parameters. This insight is not
necessarily intuitive, would not be evident in a parcel-type
calculation, nor be easy to draw out of GCM experiments,
but it should apply to any model of the atmosphere in the
absence of significant temperature or dynamical changes.
4.2. The dD: The Importance of the Ice Phase
[49] The arguments so far apply to terms in the H2O
budget; we now turn to the implications for dD. First, the
convective source M is quite rich for both EVAP and MIX,
as shown in Figure 3 (for MIX the effective source is the
difference between the isotopic character of a mixture of air
from above and below a level compared to that at the level
itself, which in the limiting case is shown by the dashed
line). This accounts for why dD falls above the Rayleigh
curve in both versions of the model. Depletion by in-situ
condensation is relatively weak compared to the enrichment
of adding an equivalent amount of such rich vapor. Thus,
a corresponding increase in both M and C will in this model
increase the HDO of the vapor.
[50] This explains the paradox noted earlier, whereby
allowing in-situ condensation in EVAP raised the dD: this
occurred because the increase in C permitted a similar
increase in M, and the latter had a stronger effect on dD.
It also explains why the isotopic relationship is more sensi-
tive to model parameters in the upper troposphere than lower
down (as also found by, e.g., Risi et al. [2012a]), since in-situ
dehydration only occurs in the upper troposphere in this
model. Most in-situ condensation is also likely to be confined
to the upper troposphere in GCMs and the real world.
[51] The above reasoning considers only net phase chan-
ges, ignoring the fact that gross fluxes between the phases
occur strongly in both directions. In liquid droplets, these
fluxes quickly bring the two phases to an isotopic equilib-
rium. The importance of this was noted in section 1 and
analyzed recently by Field et al. [2010].
[52] However, in ice this effect is strongly suppressed
because molecules cannot escape unless they are in the top
one or two monolayers of the ice lattice, and diffusion within
the ice is usually assumed negligible. Thus, it is only the top
surface of the ice particle that can equilibrate with the vapor.
Since this layer is of order a few tenths of a nanometer in
thickness, while ice crystals are typically of order 10 micron
diameter or larger, only a minute fraction (107 or less) of
the ice can interact with the vapor in the absence of net
ablation of the ice to liberate more layers of the lattice.
However, HDO diffusion may not be negligible (T. Peter,
personal communication, 2012) in the ice phase; if not, this
could lead to isotopic exchanges even in the absence of net
sublimation, which would provide another means of elevat-
ing dD in the ambient vapor.
[53] Since falling precipitation is typically in the ice phase
until below the melting level, which is near 600 hPa or lower,
our neglect of fractionation other than that associated with
net phase changes should be justified in the upper tropo-
sphere where we have found the most interesting behavior.
[54] An additional issue is the internal heterogeneity of the
ice particle. We have assumed ice particles are well-mixed
(as assumption also made in most if not all current atmo-
spheric models), but in reality the exterior of a lofted ice
particle would presumably be relatively depleted while the
interior would be enriched, having formed from vapor at
lower levels. Taking this into account would weaken the
enrichment effect of precipitation in EVAP, making it even
more necessary to have recycling processes to bring dD up to
realistic values.
5. Conclusion
[55] We find, as have others using GCMs, that the isotopic
composition of ambient water vapor is sensitive to convec-
tive processes in ways that the overall specific humidity is
not. We emphasize moreover that to isolate these effects
requires looking simultaneously dD and specific humidity q.
Either one of these on its own informs mainly about local air
history, rather than phase-change processes.
[56] Our sensitivity studies imply that some form of
“moisture recycling,” or the combination of nearby, offset-
ting convective moistening and condensational drying pro-
cesses, is ultimately necessary to account for the excess of dD
in observed vapor in the upper troposphere relative to a
Rayleigh process. This mechanism is directly analogous to
the moisture recycling that can cause rainfall in continental
interiors to be more enriched than would have been expected
if all rain had originated from vapor transported directly from
the ocean [Salati et al., 1979; Frankenberg et al., 2009; Risi
et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012]. This recycling is most preva-
lent in the upper troposphere because it requires substantial
in-situ condensation, which in turn requires the high relative
humidities typical at deep convective outflow levels.
[57] The physical nature of the recycling process, not fully
explicit in our model, could take many forms. For example,
transport by highly entraining, small convective eddies
(implicit in our MIX model) would provide such recycling.
Atmospheric waves can also provoke transient cooling and
condensation events, which combined with reevaporation of
falling precipitation will also constitute moisture recycling.
Rain falling into dry air pockets (not present in our model)
and evaporating there would increase recycling if the result-
ing vapor source were balanced by enhanced condensation in
nearby locations, or by advection, but not (at least to first
order) if it were balanced by compensating reductions else-
where in the reevaporation of precipitation.
[58] Our relatively simple generalization of what can lift
dD (for a given q) rests on two key constraints in our model,
which may only hold approximately in reality. First, we find
a strong water-vapor budget constraint mainly in the upper
troposphere due to the high relative humidity and the strong
sensitivity of phase-change processes to small changes in the
saturation deficit. This constraint means that attempts to
increase the magnitude of any moisture source are relatively
ineffective, unless a condensational sink is also available that
is similarly sensitive to small changes in the saturation defi-
cit. Otherwise, the attempted increase in moisture delivery
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will be mostly neutralized by a small increase in relative
humidity.
[59] The second important constraint is the inability of ice
particles to equilibrate with surrounding vapor on relevant
timescales. This constraint, commonly assumed in atmo-
spheric models, means that the delivery of HDO to the
environment (or uptake therefrom) cannot take place unless
there is net sublimation or ablation of ice particles. This net
phase change is in turn regulated by the ambient relative
humidity, as discussed above. We find that even with
unrealistically rich precipitation, dD is difficult to budge by
evaporation alone without sufficient large-scale condensation.
[60] The situation described here for the upper troposphere
is completely different from that just above the tropical tro-
popause. There, relative humidity is very low, and added
water vapor would be advected into the stratosphere, making
the stratospheric isotopic composition relatively sensitive to
the availability of lofted ice even in a vapor-conserving
model [Dessler and Sherwood, 2003].
[61] Despite the simplicity of our model, it does a
respectable job—with adequate moisture recycling in the
upper troposphere—of reproducing the observed lapse of dD
with decreasing q, suggesting that the observed behavior can
be explained relatively simply at least to first order. The
model is however very simple and excludes many processes,
so one would not expect it to agree exactly with real-world
observations.
[62] Our results can help to interpret GCMs, and indeed
reproduce several of the results of sensitivity tests by Risi
et al. [2012a] on the LMDZ GCM. This GCM seems to
behave more like the MIX version of our model, which may
be attributable to the fact that condensed water detrained
from convection in that GCM is essentially forced into the
large-scale environment regardless of its relative humidity,
leading to additional large-scale condensation if the amount
detrained increases. Our model is simple and lacks horizontal
condensed water transport into drier regions. However, some
GCMs may, in effect, overestimate such transport by allow-
ing deep convection to coexist unrealistically with environ-
ments that are too dry [e.g., Derbyshire et al., 2004; Mapes
et al., 2009].
[63] An implication of our results is that arguably the
simplest possible advection-condensation model, exempli-
fied by our EVAP case, is not consistent with isotopic
observations. This can be viewed as a generalization of the
conclusion of Moyer et al. [1996], establishing additional
conditions for lofted ice to have a significant effect in the
troposphere. Thus, very simple models need to include some
form of in-situ condensation and reevaporation processes
even though one might get away without them for only the
purpose of simulating overall humidity. We find in particular
that the MIX model, which can be thought of as an atmo-
sphere with highly entraining cumulus clouds and significant
moisture recycling by mixing, is one way of obtaining the
recycling required. But there are probably many other ways,
which helps to explain why many past studies with various
types of models have managed to obtain relatively similar dD
profiles.
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